
ESCAPE

ROOM

Solve the clues to free your team!

CAN YOU GET YOUR TEAM OUT IN TIME?



Welcome agents, we
have a problem...

Your team has been

discovered locked in a

room.

Unless we help them to get

out, we have been told that

we will not see them again.

01

There is a lock on the

door with a code

Your mission is to find that

code and unlock the door!

02
WILL YOU ACCEPT THE

CHALLENGE?

Great, we knew we could rely

on you, well done!



Our top agent
just managed

to get hold of
these clues...



No, we ned to lok them up
wit five locks, only if thy

solve al the clues will
they sav their team



What is the code?

Missing
keys
filled

Your team found 3
words in the room:

1.
2.
3.



Well done agents, that is the
first lock done.  The team

have told us there is another
locked door ahead of them.  
They've sent us two pictures



Person 35 PErson 36

Which person?



Our subject loves horses

Our subject has a mole on his face

Our subject has a plaster on

Our subject loves sailing

Our subject can't stand piercings



We forgot to say, this
next lock needs 4

numbers for it to work,
here is the next clue



Mr. and Mrs. Mustard have six daughters and each

daughter has one brother. How many people are in

the Mustard family?

Time two solve the riddles

If eleven plus two equals one, what does nine plus five

equal?



What is the code?



Well done agents, we've
received word that lock has
now opened the door.  The

team have told us they're in
a room full of numbers, can
you help unlock the next

door?



You will never get the next code
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You will never get the next two numbers

Think of a whole number
between 1 and 10

Double it!
Add 4

Divide by 2
Subtract the original

number

Choose a number!
Multiply the number by 100.

Subtract the original
number from the answer.

Add the digits in your
answer.



What is the code?



Well done agents, the team
are almost safe. They  have
told us there is nothing
but a Bible in the next
room, can you help unlock

the next door?



A B C D E F G H I J K L M N

O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

tAKE A PICTURE OF THIS SCREEN, YOU'LL NEED IT!





What is the code?
Hint: Where is it from?



Great, the team have
told us they're almost
free, they just need
one more lock done.



Crack the Code
6 3 5
7 3 8
5 1 6
6 2 4
7 8 0

One number is correct
and well placed

Nothing is correct

Two numbers are
correct but wrong

places

One number is correct
but in the wrong place

One number is correct
but in the wrong place



Your team are safe, well done agents!


